Spatial and spatial-frequency analysis in visual optics.
In the specification of visual targets and their transmission through the eye's optics to form retinal images, the spatial distribution of energy and its Fourier transform, the spatial-frequency spectrum, are equivalent, so long as linearity constraints are obeyed. The power spectrum, in which phase has been discarded, is an insufficient descriptor; it does not enable the original object to be reconstituted. Not so well known, and explored here, are joint representations in the space and spatial-frequency dimensions. Their properties are outlined for some sample targets and for transforms of the Gabor, Difference-of-Gaussians and Wigner types. A related approach is one in which other kernel functions, such as the Gaussian or its derivative, are substituted for the cosines in the Fourier transform; here also graphs can be generated which jointly display properties both of the target and of its point-by-point representation in a size-tuned domain. This kind of study has application in matching the performance characteristics of optical devices to the eye's, in optical superresolution, and in the analysis of the demands placed on neural processing in, for example, visual hyperacuity.